
Overview and Scrutiny Management Board 
24 April 2017 – Mayoral Question Time

    
QUESTIONS/ANSWERS as follows:

Councillor Gary Hopkins 

Jubilee Pool

Q1  Equalities Impact Assessments are important tests, the Mayor said that the plan to close Jubilee Pool, 
which was voted through, was a mistake.  Will he therefore apologise for the non-objective Equalities 
Impact Assessment that was written to justify the closer in August?

A1  The closure of Jubilee pool was initially put forward as a saving in terms of the 60k subsidy and on this 
basis an Equalities Impact Assessment was undertaken. This is done to help understand the impact of a 
potential proposal that affects service provision. 

I do not accept that this Equalities Impact Assessment was not objective. Following discussions with the 
service provider and prior to going out to public consultation on this proposal we considered other options 
to stop the subsidy spend but keep the pool open. 

I know that Guy Fishbourne (Sport and Physical Activity Manager) met you to explain that there was an
inaccurate reference in the budget papers to closing the pool and made clear that the intention was to 
achieve savings through reducing the subsidy to zero.

A2  Thanks to our energetic local campaign, Parkwood Management have confirmed that they will keep
the facility open without subsidies from Bristol City Council and have communicated this to the Council.  
Continued uncertainty is damaging for the pool, why then, do we not have a clear statement from Bristol 
City Council that the facility will continue? This will allow us to fully implement the marketing plan.

Q2 Council officers have been in close contact with Parkwood Management to find a sustainable model for
the pool since August last year, and I am pleased that these negotiations are moving close to resolution. 
Parkwood Leisure has presented some proposals and once we have been able to consider this we will 
update you on our position.


